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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of inferring road maps from large-
scale GPS traces that have relatively low resolution and sam-
pling frequency. Unlike past published work that requires
high-resolution traces with dense sampling, we focus on sit-
uations with coarse granularity data, such as that obtained
from thousands of taxis in Shanghai, which transmit their
location as seldom as once per minute. Such data sources
can be made available inexpensively as byproducts of exist-
ing processes, rather than having to drive every road with
high-quality GPS instrumentation just for map building—
and having to re-drive roads for periodic updates. Although
the challenges in using opportunistic probe data are signifi-
cant, successful mining algorithms could potentially enable
the creation of continuously updated maps at very low cost.

In this paper, we compare representative algorithms from
two approaches: working with individual reported locations
vs. segments between consecutive locations. We assess their
trade-offs and effectiveness in both qualitative and quanti-
tative comparisons for regions of Shanghai and Chicago.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition]: Design methodology; H.2.8
[Database Management]: Applications—Data mining;

Spatial databases and GIS

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate road maps are crucial for travel efficiency and

safety. Existing maps are mostly drawn from geographical
surveys. Such maps are updated infrequently due to the
high cost of surveys, and thus lag behind road construction
substantially. This problem is most prominent in developing
countries, where there is often a combination of inferior sur-
vey quality as well as booming growth. Even for developed
countries, frequent road reconfigurations and closures often
confuse GPS navigation, and have caused fatal accidents
even with experienced drivers [4]. As an alternative, Open-
StreetMap (OSM) has attracted an online community to
manually draw street maps from aerial images and collected
GPS traces [2]. Though less expensive, this volunteer-driven
process is extremely labor intensive. It also suffers from sig-
nificant variability in both the skill level and availability of
volunteers in different parts of the world.

The past decade has witnessed considerable interest in
building road maps automatically from GPS traces. Given
sequences of GPS coordinates from instrumented probe ve-
hicles, the problem is to extract the roads covered by these
probes. Existing methods can be largely divided into three
categories [7]: k-means, which finds clusters along roads and
links their centers to produce the road centerlines [13, 21,
25, 5]; kernel density estimation (KDE), which builds a 3D
density map from traces and uses its contour lines to cal-
culate the road centerlines [12, 10, 22]; and trace merging,
which clusters traces by roads and approximates their cen-
terlines using various fitting methods [9, 20, 26]. Recently,
the accuracy of these three categories of methods were com-
pared using GPS traces from shuttle buses in Chicago [7].
The above methods were largely developed for and evalu-
ated against GPS data that is sampled with high frequency,
e.g. every second. Where a slightly slower sampling rate
was used, e.g. every ten seconds, probe data was only used
to update an existing base map [21, 26]. Further, the traces
studied typically have good accuracy, with a standard de-
viation less than five meters [9]. In this paper, we use op-
portunistically collected GPS traces with coarser recorded
precision and sampling.

With the ever increasing use of GPS-enabled smart phones
and telematics systems, vehicles equipped with these devices
cover road networks around the globe. Often large-scale
GPS traces are readily available from these vehicles. For



Figure 1: Sample raw input data from a dataset
of 2,300 taxis in Shanghai emitting GPS samples
every 16 to 61 seconds for six hours. Lines connect
consecutive samples, represented by small dots.

example, taxi dispatching that utilizes GPS technology has
been around for more than a decade [15], and real-time taxi
traces are available in many major cities [16, 8, 6, 24]. These
traces enable an unprecedented opportunity to build and
dynamically update large-scale maps.

However, the nature of these GPS traces differs signifi-
cantly from those used in the literature. Most importantly,
due to bandwidth and storage cost concerns, sampling rates
much lower than 1 Hz are common [18, 24]. In addition, pre-
cision and accuracy may sometimes be degraded due to fur-
ther cost and bandwidth conserving measures. Although the
much larger volume of probe data may well compensate for
these limitations, none of the above-mentioned algorithms
are designed for this type of data. For example, a crucial
design tradeoff in map building is whether to use probe coor-
dinates alone [13, 21, 25, 10, 22, 5] or the edges that connect
consecutive probe samples [12, 20, 9]. Using individual coor-
dinates alone, sparsely sampled roads may be fragmented or
missed entirely. Using segments, one may recover sparsely
sampled roads. Here, the drawback is that segments may
pass over areas where there is no actual road. For example,
two samples taken on either side of a right-angle turn may
suggest a non-existent diagonal street.

Fig. 1 illustrates this tradeoff with sparse taxi data from
Shanghai [3], overlaid on top of OSM map tiles. We use six
hours of data from 8AM to 2PM on Feb. 18, 2007. There are
2,300 taxis reporting their locations. The sampling rate is
16 seconds when vacant, and 61 seconds when occupied [24].
The area shown in the figure is between latitude [31.21,
31.235] and longitude [121.43, 121.46]. We draw each sam-
ple as a black dot, and connect consecutive samples by line
segments. For better clarity, the figure does not include sam-
ples whose straight-line speed exceeds 180 km/h. Most dots
and lines are well aligned with roads. The thick horizontal
curve in the center corresponds to an elevated freeway. Its

greater thickness is due to several factors, including road
width, number of samples, and lines connecting these sam-
ples that widen the curve inward. The latter issue is most
prominent in area 1. Area 2 illustrates the problem with
uneven distribution of samples. There are two local roads
that intersect orthogonally inside the area, and which are
covered by samples with a density much lower than major
roads, almost on par with noise density. We cannot visually
detect such roads without connecting consecutive samples
or obtaining a great deal more data.

In light of these issues, we investigate two new techniques
for map inference from sparse data. First, the existing KDE-
based algorithm by Davies et al. [12] was previously shown to
be robust against high GPS noise [7]. We describe a sparse-
data adaptation of this algorithm. Second, we evaluate TC1
[17], a map inference method specifically designed for sparse
data. For completeness, we also include the less competitive
K-means algorithm [13] in our evaluation.

Below we offer a qualitative and quantitative comparison
of these map inference methods on sparse data. As a first
step, we use densely sampled trace data from shuttle buses at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, together with a hand-
verified ground truth map. Using this data we study the
performance of the three algorithms for varying sampling
intervals, amounts of data, and control parameters, to learn
about algorithm characteristics and parameter sensitivity.

However, this dataset is relatively small both in terms
of the number of probe vehicles and the number of road
segments traversed, as well as being a somewhat controlled
environment. For a large-scale evaluation, we use up to
one month’s worth of opportunistically collected GPS traces
from 2,300 taxis in Shanghai. We tune each algorithm on
a training region of Shanghai and evaluate its performance
on a separate test region to get a picture of the overall map
generation performance of these algorithms.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide the first
evaluation of existing map building methods on sparse, pas-
sively collected data. We also contribute a simple variant of
KDE-based map inference for sparse GPS traces.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides background and related work, summarizing
the three main categories of map building algorithms. Sec-
tion 3 describes the key algorithms evaluated here. Section 4
describes the evaluation methodology, with the results and
discussion of findings in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes with an eye toward future work.

2. RELATED WORK
In a recent survey of the existing literature [7], three cat-

egories of map inference algorithms are identified:
K-means style algorithms begin by performing a tra-

ditional k-means style clustering of the GPS samples, where
the distance measure may involve both the geometric dis-
tance to the cluster center, as well as its GPS bearing. A
second phase links appropriate cluster centers to find roads,
based on the traces that pass through the clusters. Repre-
sentative algorithms in this class include work by Edelkamp
and Schrödl [13], Schrödl et al. [21], Worrall and Nebot [25],
and Agamennoni et al. [5].

Kernel density estimation (KDE) methods begin
by transforming the individual samples or traces into a dis-
cretized image representing the density of samples or seg-
ments at each pixel. Using a binary threshold, they produce



(a) Trace segment selection (b) Clustering (c) Y-split separation

Figure 2: The three steps of the trace clustering algorithm, TC1.

a binary image of the roads in the region, and proceed to find
road centerlines by a variety of methods, e.g. via Voronoi
partitioning. Algorithms in this class include work by Davies
et al. [12], Chen and Cheng [10], Shi et al.[22], and Steiner
and Leonhardt [23].

Trace merging algorithms generally accumulate traces
into a growing road network, where each addition meets the
location and bearing constraints of existing roads so far. A
post-processing phase removes relatively unsupported road
findings. Representative algorithms in this class include
works by Cao and Krumm [9], and Niehofer et al. [20].

In addition to the above references, Zhang et al. [26] use
GPS traces to continuously refine existing road maps, with a
method similar to trace merging. With assumptions on GPS
sample coverage and error bounds, as well as road geome-
try, Chen et al. [11] formulates road inference as a geometric
problem. They propose a map inference algorithm with ac-
curacy guarantees based on finding shared sub-paths from
the input traces.

Experiments using controlled GPS traces are common,
e.g., a probe vehicle following a certain route. The GPS
data produced by these probes is typically of high quality,
e.g., with a standard deviation of 4.07 m [19] or 3.3 m [14],
and sampled at 1 Hz. By contrast, we address the sparse,
low-quality data currently available in large quantities.

3. MAP INFERENCE USING SPARSE DATA
Until now, the map inference literature has focused pri-

marily on dense trace data. In this section, we describe two
map inference methods for sparse trace data. One is a mod-
ification to an existing KDE algorithm [12]. The other is a
new trace merging algorithm [17], designed specifically for
sparse data. Finally, we briefly discuss problems encoun-
tered when applying dense-data algorithms to sparse data.

3.1 Kernel Density Estimation
We implement two variants of the KDE map inferenc-

ing algorithm in [12]: point-based KDE and segment-based
KDE. In both cases, the map is represented by a fine grid of
cells. A 2-dimensional histogram is produced by counting, in
the case of point-based KDE, how many samples are within
each cell, or in the case of line-based KDE, how many seg-
ments pass through each cell. Here, the line-based KDE is
the original method as proposed in [12], and the point-based
method is our modified version targeted at sparse data.

The histogram produced above is then convolved with
a Gaussian smoothing function to produce a density map.
With a small enough cell size, our discretized density map

closely approximates the real density. Next we find the con-
tour line based on a given threshold, and the road centerlines
are extracted from the Voronoi diagram of sample points
evenly distributed along the contour line. A post-processing
step removes centerlines outside the contour, as well as any
dead ends or “spurs” in the map.

Besides the choice of using either points or line segments,
the fundamental control parameter is the global threshold
used to find the contour lines. A high threshold may miss
roads with few samples, and a low threshold may produce
spurious roads due to noise. This problem is prominent with
the taxi data, illustrated by Fig. 1. We evaluate these de-
sign choices in detail in Section 5. To ensure portability of
thresholds between datasets, we express thresholds in terms
of density percentiles, rather than absolute values. For ex-
ample, grid cells with a density above the 80th percentile
may be considered roads, independent of the size of the map,
or number of sample points.

3.2 Trace Clustering Algorithm (TC1)
For sparse GPS traces, the straight line between successive

samples does not necessarily correspond to the actual road
driven. Consider a car turning a corner. With one sample
well before the turn, and one sample well after the turn, the
straight line between samples would be likely to cut straight
through a building. There is a natural precision-recall trade-
off between using the sample locations alone vs. also using
the line segments of the trace paths: If an algorithm uses the
samples alone, it risks having lower recall for roads less trav-
eled. For example, consider area 2 labeled in Fig. 1. Such
a road may be better detected by an algorithm that takes
into account the line segment between samples. However,
due to turns and curvy roads, this is likely to result in lower
precision, as illustrated by area 1 of Fig. 1.

To explore the use of line segments for sparse GPS traces,
we have previously designed a trace clustering algorithm,
TC1 [17]. It operates in four main steps, as described be-
low. Prior to this, all data is pre-processed to discard seg-
ments over 1.5 km long or that imply more than 120 km/h
in straight-line speed.

Step 1: Segment Selection. As a first step, segments that
are likely to fall on an actual road, as opposed to across a
building, are selected using a simple heuristic. Intuitively,
for a given pair of GPS points (a, b), if a has roughly the
same bearing as b and is consistent with the segment’s ori-
entation, then the vehicle likely followed the straight line
from a to b. Fig. 2a demonstrates the effect of segment se-
lection on the dataset illustrated in Fig. 1.



Step 2: Clustering. After segment selection, the re-
maining segments are clustered using a method based on
single-linkage clustering. Initially, each segment represents
its own cluster, and clusters are iteratively merged that are
highly similar in both orientation and geographic distance.
Two clusters A and B are merged if there exists a pair of
segments a ∈ A, b ∈ B such that their difference in orienta-
tion and geographic distance are below their corresponding
thresholds. The segments of Fig. 2a have been replaced by
their end-points in Fig. 2b, and clustered (represented by
their color). After this step, segments are no longer used,
and therefore we display each cluster by samples alone.

Step 3: Y-split separation. Step 2 performs well for
orthogonal roads, but for roads that have Y-splits of a suffi-
ciently narrow angle, multiple roads become merged into one
cluster. To separate these Y-splits, the major axis of each
cluster is traversed, building a polyline incrementally with
nodes at least 100m apart, selected so that pairs of adjacent
segments do not turn excessively. The process is repeated
with any remaining samples of the original cluster. For ex-
ample, the big cluster that covers the horizontal freeway in
Fig. 1, shown in blue (navy) in Fig. 2b, is separated into
several sub-clusters representing distinct roads, as shown by
different colors in Fig. 2c.

Step 4: Centerline fitting. The centerline of each road is
computed using B-spline fitting [21]. The end result is that
the road centerlines curve naturally to fit the actual GPS
probe points, which we display later in Fig. 9c. Similar
to the contour threshold used by KDE, a global threshold
determines the minimum support needed to fit a cluster,
called the support threshold hereafter.

3.3 Other Map Inference Algorithms
Map inference algorithms designed for high-density, high-

accuracy data typically work poorly on low-density or low-
accuracy data. For example, our implementation of a K-
means algorithm [13] and a trace merging algorithm [9] pro-
duce numerous spurious roads when applied to high-error
samples obtained near high-rise buildings [7].

These algorithms perform even worse when both errors
and sampling intervals are high. For example, we applied
the K-means algorithm described in [13] to our Shanghai
taxi data set. The clustering step is able to locate many
clusters near road centers after several iterations, but the
topology discovery step produces an almost completely con-
nected graph among all cluster centers. This is because a
vehicle may travel through multiple clusters between two
sparse samples, and the algorithm simply connects the two
end points. Finding the correct sequence of clusters it passed
through is non-trivial.

4. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
To evaluate the quality of a result from a road inference

algorithm, we perform both qualitative evaluation as well
as quantitative measurements of performance. So far, the
literature has largely relied on the former (“eyeball” tests)
for a variety of reasons: it is simple to draw the inferred
roads on top of a ground-truth background image, it does
not require having a ground-truth map that accurately cap-
tures the road centerlines, and it gives a good, high level
perspective that may not be captured by various evaluation
methods (or these may not capture salient differences in an
intuitive way). But, going forward it will be increasingly

important to also perform a quantitative measurement of
performance to enable: (a) measurement of progress in the
field, (b) comparison of many algorithms in one plot, and
(c) use of machine learning techniques to derive parameter
choices from training data. As ground-truth data, we use
manually verified portions of OpenStreetMap.

We perform our quantitative evaluation by measuring the
precision and recall of each inferred road map M with re-
spect to the ground truth map Truth. To do this, we deter-
mine the true positive length tp = M

⋂
Truth, as a measure

of common road length, which we define shortly. Then we
compute

recall =
tp

||Truth||
, precision =

tp

||M ||

where || · || measures the total length of the roads in the
set. As is ubiquitous in information retrieval evaluation, we
combine these two measurements into a single, scalar value
by computing their harmonic average:

F-measure =
2× precision × recall

precision + recall

F-measure has a nice AND-like property: it only gives a
high score when both precision and recall are high.

It remains only to explain the computation of the intersec-
tion M

⋂
Truth. We walk each ground-truth line segment

t ∈ Truth taking samples at every meter along t to deter-
mine what fraction of those samples are within a perpen-
dicular distance threshold m to a (nearest) segment t′ ∈ M ,
such that the orientation difference between t and t′ does not
exceed 60◦. The angle restriction avoids matching portions
of roads that cross at intersections, but allows for substantial
misalignment of the inferred road. (This wide angle margin
is needed for the zigzag road centerlines that the Voronoi
algorithm sometimes produces in the KDE method.) Note
that even if the inferred road has a high frequency zigzag
pattern next to a straight ground-truth road, the true posi-
tive length tp will not exceed the length of the ground-truth
road. Consider a situation where two inferred roads lie close
to a single ground-truth centerline (within the distance m).
The evaluation will find that 100% of the ground-truth road
is accounted for, but the precision for this portion will be
50%, as we would expect, since twice as many kilometers
will have been inferred than are actually present.

In order to measure the typical road centerline offsets from
ground-truth, we separately compute the histogram of per-
pendicular road distances from each 1m sample from each
segment t′ ∈ M to the nearest road segment t ∈ Truth

(with replacement this time). For an inferred map with ac-
curate centerline positions, we would obtain a sharp his-
togram within a small distance from the centerline.

Note that the evaluation here tests the geometric accu-
racy of inferred road centerlines, but does not test the al-
gorithm’s ability to detect one-way vs. two-way roads, in-
dividual freeway lanes, turn restrictions at intersections, or
the presence of an intersection node where two road seg-
ments cross (cf. [7]). We are not aware of any map infer-
ence method that can detect such topological information
in sparse data with reasonable accuracy.

Finally, as a matter of protocol when employing quan-
titative measurements, it is even more important that the
debugging, development, and parameter tuning of each al-
gorithm is not performed on the same geographical region as



the testing region. We have observed this in our experiments
using separate datasets with distinctive features.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we compare multiple algorithms on multiple

datasets, using both qualitative evaluation and quantitative
performance measurement. The algorithms under consid-
eration are the variants of KDE and the trace clustering
algorithm TC1, discussed in Section 3.

5.1 Datasets and Ground-Truth Map
We use two different datasets for evaluation: 118 hours of

traces from the UIC campus shuttles [1], and one month of
traces from 2,300 taxis in Shanghai [3].

The Chicago data is sampled at 1 Hz, using commodity,
low-cost SiRF-3 GPS receivers installed in 13 vehicles. Spa-
tial resolution of this data is 0.000001 degrees latitude and
longitude (less than 0.1m), offset by GPS noise with a stan-
dard deviation of 3.3m. Certain portions of the Chicago data
contain significant noise (tens of meters) due to nearby high-
rise buildings [7]. This dataset represents the best quality
data one might expect to receive from passive data collection
using non-survey grade equipment. However, the coverage
of this dataset is severely limited, due to the small number
of vehicles and their regular driving patterns.

The Shanghai data was collected by 2,300 taxis, providing
excellent coverage of the freeways and arterials. However,
the quality of the recorded data is decidedly less stellar. The
taxis report their location at various intervals, the most com-
mon being 16 seconds (when vacant) and 61 seconds (when
occupied). These longer sampling intervals are quite com-
mon among the taxi dispatching systems we are aware of [16,
18, 8, 6]. In addition to this, the spatial resolution of these
traces varies between 0.0001 and 0.0002 degrees latitude and
longitude, or about 10-20 meters, and bearing is reported at
a resolution of 45 degrees [24]. We speculate that the taxis
were using an early generation of GPS devices, resulting in
these poor specifications. The test-area for the Shanghai
dataset is displayed in Fig. 1.

For ground truth, we select portions of OpenStreetMap
(OSM) data that we have manually verified. The OSM map
typically represents freeways and arterial roads by multiple
parallel polylines corresponding to opposite lanes. We man-
ually remove duplicate lanes from the ground-truth for this
evaluation. With the Chicago dataset, roads not covered
by shuttle routes were removed as well. Curiously, judging
by our raw GPS traces, the OSM map in the Shanghai area
suffers from a bias to the northeast, which is visible in Fig. 1
viewed at high magnification. We observe that most roads
in Shanghai agree with the aerial images and were likely
created by manually tracing the shape of the roads on the
satellite imagery. This suggests that the aerial images are
misaligned; see [24] for detail. Based on the visual compari-
son with the locations reported by the taxi fleet, we shift the
ground-truth map 15 m to the east and 12 m to the north
for more faithful evaluation.

As discussed in Section 3, we need to determine the con-

tour threshold for KDE methods and the support threshold
for TC1. In addition to these map-inference control pa-
rameters, we need to pick a matching distance threshold for
the evaluation, i.e., the maximum distance between gener-
ated and ground-truth roads that we consider as a match.
Our Chicago dataset is relatively small in terms of the size

and the area covered. Therefore, we do not separate train-
ing and testing data for parameter tuning. Instead, we set
the matching distance threshold to 20 m, based on typical
GPS error ranges and road widths [24], and pick the opti-
mal contour threshold and support threshold for the experi-
ments. We use this dataset mostly to evaluate the accuracy
of different algorithms under different temporal resolutions.
On the other hand, our Shanghai dataset covers the entire
metropolis for one month. We first examine each algorithm
threshold separately to understand its effect. Then we use
data from a different area in Shanghai for training, and ap-
ply the tuned parameters for a fair comparison of all algo-
rithms. The Shanghai GPS data and its road network are
much more diverse than the Chicago dataset. For example,
the Chicago dataset covers only straight roads aligned to the
four cardinal directions, while the Shanghai dataset covers
curved roads, Y-splits, five-way intersections, and all road
types. Moreover, the GPS samples in Chicago are somewhat
evenly distributed along shuttle bus routes, while there is a
great degree of uneven distribution in Shanghai. In sum-
mary, “stress testing” using the Shanghai dataset exhibits
many important issues for map inference using sparse data.

5.2 Results for the Chicago Shuttle Bus Data
The Chicago dataset in its original form has high resolu-

tion in both the spatial and temporal dimensions. To bet-
ter understand how temporal resolution impacts map infer-
ence, we vary the temporal resolution of this data via sub-
sampling. Fig. 3a shows the F-measure of each algorithm at
sampling intervals of 1, 2, 4, ..., 256 seconds.

As the sampling interval increases, the performance of
KDE-based methods gradually decreases, with the line-based
method dropping off considerably when sampled at 32 sec-
ond intervals and beyond. Intuitively, for larger intervals,
the line based method is likely to produce many diagonal
segments, cutting across buildings instead of following the
roads. This intuition is corroborated by Fig. 3b, where the
precision of the line-based KDE method drops off quickly at
32 seconds or more, while recall decays more slowly, as seen
in Fig. 3c.

The point-based KDE variant shows somewhat increased
tolerance for temporal sparsity. Overall its F-measure is
better maintained up to the 64 second interval. Beyond 64
seconds, the decreased density fails to fully cover the streets,
resulting in a map with poor recall. However, for the roads
it does infer, their precision remains high up until 256, where
no roads were found at all. Both KDE methods suffer from
a relatively low recall: a large section of the ground-truth
map is very lightly traveled compared to the rest of the map,
which the global contour threshold discards as noise.

The TC1 algorithm offered the best overall performance,
with both high recall and precision. Interestingly, TC1 per-
formance does not consistently improve with higher sam-
pling rates. We discovered that dense data at a turn some-
times links the two perpendicular roads into one cluster, and
the centerline extracted from the linked cluster matches nei-
ther. Exploring alternatives to single-linkage clustering may
lead to further improvements in TC1 performance.

The K-means algorithm produced poor results overall. We
believe that this class of algorithms is unsuitable for sparse
data, due to its strong tendency to produce spurious seg-
ments as data sparsity increases. This is evidenced by the
very low precision offered by this algorithm. Due to its poor
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Figure 3: Performance results from various algo-
rithms on Chicago Shuttle Bus dataset.

performance in this initial evaluation, we omit K-means in
our comparison for the rest of the paper.

Fig. 4 shows the generated roads overlaid on OSM, us-
ing various algorithms at a 60 second sampling interval.
Here, it is clear how the line-based KDE method suffers
from large numbers of spurious edges, as corners are pulled
inward along shuttle routes. A higher contour threshold
mitigates this problem, but reduces coverage instead. The
point-based KDE does not suffer from the corner problem
and produces a high-precision map, but it cannot discover
roads that are not entirely covered by samples. Since the
point-based KDE is less prone to producing spurious den-
sity, it tends to produce better results with a low contour

(a) line-based KDE, low threshold

(b) line-based KDE, high threshold

(c) point-based KDE, lowest threshold

(d) TC1

Figure 4: map inference results in Chicago
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Figure 5: F-measure for each algorithm on a 6-hour
dataset, for varying matching distance thresholds.
All three algorithms level out around 20 meters.

threshold. Finally, TC1 has good coverage, producing cen-
terlines that match the road shape as the result of B-spline
fitting. Qualitatively, we observe a large number of small
gaps where line segments meet—an artifact of deliberately
discarding turns. This does not impact precision and recall,
and simply connecting nearby segments may resolve this is-
sue. Similarly, there are two short vertical road segments
on the middle left-hand side that are covered by both KDE
methods but not TC1. Here, the bus route turns both im-
mediately before and after the short vertical segment, such
that there is typically only one sample on the segment it-
self. TC1 discards such point pairs, and thus cannot form a
cluster.

5.3 Shanghai Taxi Dataset
The Shanghai dataset presents a much larger and more

complex problem than the previous Chicago dataset. Here,
we first study how the matching distance threshold affects
the evaluation results. Recall that the Shanghai dataset
represents locations in 0.0001–0.0002 increments of latitude
and longitude, resulting in a 10–20 meter granularity.

Fig. 5 shows, for each algorithm, how the F-measure varies
with the matching distance threshold. These results are
based on a 6-hour dataset from the area shown in Fig. 1.
We pick the contour thresholds for KDE methods and the
support threshold for TC1 that produce the highest scores.
A larger matching distance naturally increases the number of
matched roads, allowing both precision and recall to mono-
tonically increase. However, we note that the increase levels
off near the 20 meter threshold used elsewhere in this paper.

Based on the same dataset and algorithm parameters,
Fig. 6 shows the histogram of distance between generated
roads and ground truth for the three algorithms. Again, for
all three algorithms, few generated roads fall outside our de-
fault 20 meter matching distance threshold. However, there
is a relatively heavy tail of distances over 60 meters, sug-
gesting room for further improvement.

Fig. 7 illustrates the trade-off in selecting the contour
threshold for KDE and the support threshold for TC1, us-
ing the same 6-hour dataset. Here, we see that for the KDE
methods, increasing the threshold reduces the number of
spurious roads (increasing precision), but also discards roads
less frequently traveled (reducing recall). Perhaps counter-
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Figure 6: Histogram of distance between generated
roads and ground truth.
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measure, with greatest performance in the top right.

intuitively, KDE-lines is unable to match the recall perfor-
mance of KDE-points despite drawing the full line between
each pair of points. This apparent contradiction is explained
by the centerline-finding step in the KDE algorithm: with
a low threshold, KDE-lines will produce large areas of solid
“road surface,” for which the centerline-finding method then
produces a single road, significantly limiting recall for this
algorithm. A lower support threshold increases the recall
of TC1 as well, but it is less correlated with the precision.
The pruning step of TC1 removes most of the noise, and
the clusters obtained afterwards are usually accurate. As F-
measure is the harmonic average of precision and recall, the
best F-measure is attained towards the top right corner; the
isoclines in the background connect precision-recall points
with equal F-measure.

Next we study how each algorithm performs as we vary
the amount of input data. We select a different training area
of similar size in Shanghai for parameter tuning. We find
the contour thresholds for KDE methods and the support
threshold for TC1 that produce the best F-measures on the
training area. For TC1, the same threshold is then used for
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the test area of Fig. 1. For KDE, the density percentile of
the threshold is preserved, rather than the absolute value.
Fig. 8 shows the precision, recall, and F-measure results as
we vary the input data from one hour to one month.

As one might expect, recall initially increases rapidly as
trace coverage improves. Overall, increasing the amount of
data has relatively little effect on precision: we train the
algorithms separately for each data size, which automat-
ically adjusts the thresholds to compensate for the extra
data. However, the performance improvement starts to fiz-
zle around one week of data (for KDE-points), and 24 hours
(for TC1). For TC1, this can be explained by the use of
single-linkage clustering: additional data increases the diver-
sity of points, which raises the probability of nearby clusters
merging incorrectly. We did not run TC1 for datasets larger
than two days due to its high runtime complexity.

For KDE-points, over-fitting to training data appears to
be one culprit: for the larger datasets, a lower threshold
than what training produced results in a considerably better
map for the test area. This suggests that there is room for
improvement in the way the KDE-points classifier is trained.
Overall, we find that KDE-points and TC1 exhibit similar
numerical performance, with KDE-lines falling far behind.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the inferred maps from the three
algorithms overlaid on OSM map tiles, using the bounding
box from Fig. 1. This yields some valuable qualitative in-
sight into the relative performance of the three algorithms.
KDE-lines by necessity chooses a high threshold in order
to distinguish between roads. This, in turn, reduces recall
leading to a clean, but sparse-looking map. KDE-points pro-
duces what from a distance appears to be a very accurate
map, with very few spurious road segments. This is some-
what surprising, given the merely 90% precision reported in
Fig. 8. However, upon closer inspection, the KDE-points
map exhibits severe jaggedness in many places, significantly
increasing total road length, thus reducing precision accord-
ing to the definition in Section 4.

The TC1 map (Fig. 9c) shows very good coverage, but
precision is hampered by a number of spurious road seg-
ments. This map also exhibits the disconnected road seg-
ments discussed in Section 5.2.

(a) line-based KDE (1 month)

(b) point-based KDE (2 weeks)

(c) TC1 (8 hours)

Figure 9: Inferred maps overlaid on OSM map tiles.



6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have highlighted the problem of inferring road maps

from inexpensive, large-scale, coarse-grained GPS trace data,
which will increasingly become available as a byproduct of
other processes. Given the continuing desire to minimize
communication costs and the very large install base of sparsely
recording GPS tracking systems, we hold that there will be
an ongoing need for inference algorithms that can deal with
sparse data. Such robust algorithms may succeed partly by
the large volume of data available in this form.

While this paper has assessed existing algorithms, the re-
sults show there is ample space for ongoing algorithms re-
search. Future work will need to produce high quality, nav-
igable maps, including turn restrictions—all from sparse,
coarse-grained data. Furthermore, to obtain data volume
large enough to have good coverage over all the roads in a
city, future system designers will likely wish to include het-
erogeneous data sources, such as taxis, public transportation
vehicles, emergency vehicles, and (by opt-in) cell phones and
touch-pad devices. Even with homogeneous data sources,
working with large-scale, real-world datasets always involves
a substantial effort in data cleaning [24]. Thus, another av-
enue of future research is to automate the data cleaning
processes, especially for heterogeneous data.

The ability to automatically and quantitatively evaluate
inferred maps opens the door to machine learning approaches,
which require goodness-of-fit measures. It is hoped that by
exposing this work to the KDD community, we may encour-
age future research in this direction.
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